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The agro-tourism appeared from the need to escape in quiet spaces, 

beyond the crowd from the big urban centers or from the much promoted 

touring resorts. The agro-tourism promotes the specificity of some rural 
areas which vary from one region to another. They are extremely 

generous geographical spaces, more or less large, where the leisure is 

combined with the recreation, the walks, the practical activities, the 
reading, etc. Here appears a marketing instrument very important for the 

promotion of the Romanian agro-tourism and this is the public relations. 

So, the public relations represent a genuine communication mean in 
order to promote the services from the agro-tourism domain. The public 

relations represent an efficient mean to inform the consumer about the 

existence of some services and about supplying some information 

concerning these services taking into consideration the present tendency 
of continuous increase of the communication costs.  
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The agro-tourism must be understood as a pack of social, cultural, 

sport services and of activities which are specific for the economical and 

geographical environment, provided for the tourists and realized in the 

conditions of minimum investment and environment preservation.  

The climate and the landscapes, the folklore and ethnography, the 

workmanship, the ceramics, the hunting and fishing possibilities, the 
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vineyards and the fruit growing, but also the other resources from the rural 

environment make Romania to have multiple possibilities for the agro-

tourism development. For this, we need to have a certain global vision of the 

objectives and priorities concerning the agro-tourism, comprised in a 

political and economical strategy for each area, town and even rural 

community.   

In the agro-tourism domain, an important role has the marketing in 

researching and prospecting the market of the touring product and in 

promoting the agro-touring offer at national and international level.   

An important component of the marketing mix is represented by the 

content of the advertising policy, an activity related to the consumers 

information, meaning the public relations. The isolation in time and space of 

the tourists from the consumption goods and the touring services needs a 

permanent dialogue between those who offer and those who buy and this 

task is fulfilled by the tourism promotion activity.   

The public relations help to realize the marketing objectives, but also 

fulfill some activities like:  

- the improvement of the relationship with the media 

- activities to promote the services 

- advertising activities for the offered products  

- consulting related to the public interest problems 

- negotiations with the governmental and legislative organisms for 

the approval or rejection of some laws and regulations.  

There are some specific methods for promoting the agro-tourism: 

• advertising of some local festivals and holidays;   

• organizing some dinners in agro-touring farms from the frequented 

towns, with traditional meals and distributing brochures representing that 

area and the possibilities for practicing the agro-tourism;   

• organizing some expositions with images from different agro-

touring farms;   

• organizing with the Tourism Ministry some educational activities 

for the young people in order to promote the rural tourism;   

• creating touring information points in the touring towns;   
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• inserting in newspapers, magazines, TV and radio programs some 

agro-touring advertising materials;   

• advertising by using specialized rural tourism agencies;   

• promoting the rural tourism by using the national networks;   

• specific advertising means: brochures, information newsletters, 

panels, presented in public places;   

• by oral advertising of the tourists who used this specific tourism 

form and were pleasantly impressed;   

The promotion of agro-tourism using the public relations is 

considered a complex activity which should be organized and presented at 

all levels:   

At farm level, it is recommended that the farm has its own guide or 

brochure where to present the farm, the surroundings with touring 

attractions, information concerning the comfort, the accommodation price, 

the meal price and services price; in the case where the farm does not have 

the financial resources to realize such a document, a presentation sheet 

should be realized with a suggestive graphical presentation and will be 

included in the larger presentation material, at regional or national level.   

At agro-touring area level, the advertising can be realized by using 

touring guides or CDs, DVDs which should represent suggestive images of 

the area;   

At regional level, a detailed material should be realized and it should 

contain characteristic element s of the region;   

At national level, an agro-touring guide should be realized which 

should orient a potential tourist; this guide should contain also a list with the 

regional agencies with their addresses and telephone numbers.  

The public relations could contribute to:  

1. The development of a high performance management of the 

company – some communication materials should be used, which make the 

link between the company and the target – public. The articles, brochures, 

audio-visual materials, annual reports, magazines are some of the 

communication materials which could be used by the organizations for their 

image and for supplying information.  
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2. The organization of some special events – seminars, conferences, 

expositions, contests, celebrations, competitions.   

3. The news – the personnel of the public relations department 

should create news which should favor the company, its products and also 

its employees.   

4. The realization of advertising campaigns and of activities which 

complete these campaigns – you have to show to the consumer that you 

offer high quality services at decent prices so that the consumer believes in 

you.  

5. The use of sponsorship – sponsoring some sport, cultural events 

with high audience will help to contact the public.  

6. The development, at organization level, of a strategy for gaining 

the trust and sympathy of the employees – the employees have learn to have 

a irreproachable behavior both with the clients, the suppliers, the 

distributors, the colleagues and in society.   

7. To employ persons with a high professional qualification, with a 

decent behavior and to eliminate the non-complying ones – the employees 

of the company have an important role in promoting the image because the 

public associates the company image with the negative image of its 

employees.   

8. The methods for creating the identity – the logo, the symbols, the 

official forms, the buildings, the cars, the uniforms, the visiting cards, are 

some elements contributing to the creation of the company identity and help 

the consumers to recognize the company.   

The traveling agencies have an important role in promoting the agro-

tourism and they can become true public relation departments. These 

agencies organize, offer and realize a diversified series of touring 

arrangements which include transportation, staying and recreation of the 

tourists. Therefore, the travel agencies, beside their commercial function, 

have also the information and advertising function.   

The touring services which represent the main activity of the rural 

travel agencies are:   
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- organization, promotion and selling of agro-touring programs and 

activities in the country and abroad: trips, cultural, historical, sport events;  

- the reservation and trading of accommodation and meal, 

transportation, recreation, touring assistance services;  

- the reservation and trading of transportation, representation, 

cultural, sport and other events tickets during the staying.   

The travel agencies can also sell, in the same time, some additional 

services: banking services, exchange, mailing services for their clients.   

The advantages of trading the rural touring product by using the 

travel agencies are:  

- the participation to the satisfaction of the touring demand;   

-  the practice of decent prices;   

- the availability of an own agro-touring program;   

- the insurance of the agro-touring service consumer protection;  

- the availability of an own management and the possibility to be 

integrated in the internal and international touring circuit.   

Even if they are less used, the importance of the public relations is 

given by the functions they fulfill:  

- make easier to provide some services on the market 

- facilitate the actions of repositioning on the market of a service 

which already exists 

- increase the interest for certain categories of services 

- help to remake the image  

- increase the trust of the consumers  

- complete the advertising and promotional campaigns   

- create a favorable attitude for the services which already exist by 

positioning them as leaders in the agro-touring domain.  

So, in the conditions of competition which is stronger and stronger, 

in the agro-touring domain will succeed, first of all, those companies which 

have the capacity to communicate well and efficiently. The communication 

capacity can be formed and developed. There are some examples which 

knew a real success.   
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In our country, one of the well known agro-touring areas is the 

Maramures region which has a complex and unique touring potential and is 

famous for its ethnography and folklore elements. It is one of the few areas 

where the original popular art is maintained unaltered: houses, gates, tools, 

tissues, ceramics, wooden churches, customs and folklore which are unique 

by their beauty, meaning and age. Sapinta, the village which became famous 

because of its Happy Cemetery (Cimitirul Vesel) is a place where the 

crosses are beautifully painted and have sculptures representing human 

faces and engraved symbols with comic poetry.  
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